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DA01IEL RY1\HOLD 

Good and Evil, Truth and Falsity 

l\.Iaimonides and l\.loral Cognitivism 

Maimonides' interpretation of the fall of man in only the second chapter of the 
,. Guide of the Perplexed is not only of intrinsic interest, 1 hut affords us an early 

window onto a whole cluster of issues that have subsequently taken centre stage 
in Maimonidean scholarship. Maimonides tells us that Adam had been created in 
a state of intellectual perfection, through which he was able to distinguish truth 
from falsity and thus devote his life to contemplation of the eternal verities of 
philosophy. Indeed, that such intellectual perfection was the essential and defi
ning mark of man had already been established in the very opening chapter of the 
Guide. After his sin though, Adam was 'deprived of that intellectual apprehensi
on,' (GP, I: 2, 25f' and acquired the ·faculty of apprehending generally accepted 
things,'(ibid.). Adam's punishment therefore was to be diverted away from the 
contemplative ideal by hi~ passions and captivated instead by the faculty for ap
prehending 'fine and had' which distinction he longs to the category of 'things ge
nerally accepted as known, not to those cognised hy the intellect' (GP, I: 2, 24).3 

Three central (and overlapping) foci of Maimonidean scholarship are deeply 
implicated in this discussion: 
1 Intellectual apprehension is here referred to as the ultimate perfection, to 

which we are later told (at GP III:27) that actions do not belong. Thus the 
vexed question of whether the ultimate perfection for man is intellectual. prac
tical or some combination of the two arises in this passage with Maimonides 
apparently coming down firmly on the side of intellectual perfection. 

2 An issue closely related to the first is that of the relationship between Maimo
nides' thought and that of Aristotle, or medieval Aristotelianism. Aristotle's 
view on 'the ends of man' is in fact disputed in Aristotelian scholarship almost 
as much as it is in Maimonidean scholarship4 However. the idea that intellectu-

1 The place of \-!aimonides' interpretation of 'the fall' in the history of its excge>is is well docu
mented in Shlomo Pines, Truth and Falsehood Versus Good and Evil: A Study in Jewish and 
Gen::ral Philosophy in Connection with the Guide of the Perplexed. I, 2. in: Isadore Twersky. 
Studies in Maimoni<.ks. Cambridge. Mass. 1991. pp. 95-157. 

2 All quotations from the Guide are taken from The Guide of the Perplexed. 2 volumes. trans. 
Shlomo Pines. ChicagD'London 1911.) anJ wili refer to it as GP followed by part. chapter and page. 

3 Though we on certain issuc:s central to this article. a good summary of Guide I: 2 can 
be found in Lawrence V. Berman. \-bimonides on the Fall of Man. in: AJS Revie". vol. 5. 19XO. 
pp. 1-15. 

' See for ex:1mpk the essays by Thomas Nagel. J.L. Ackrill, Katherine Wilkes, J,Jhn McDowell 
and Arnelie Oksenbcrg Rorty in: Amelie Oksenberg Rorty, Essays on Aristotle's Ethics, Ber
keley 1980. 
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trumps the practical is often portrayed as 'the' Aristotelian stand
anJ one that, should Maimonides have held it, calls into question his ad

herence to the Jewish tradition's emphasis on the practical performance or the 
route to salvation. Thus. the interpretation of 

amongst the plethora of issues around which argu
~, the extent to which MaimoniJes traditionalism was 

his Aristotclianism (or i:1decd vice l'<'rsa ). 
The apparent implication of Guide 1: 2 is that issues to do with 'fine and bad', 
do not have truth-values. They arc not objects of intellectual apprehension and 

such we cannot have moral knowledp:. The fundamental question here 
therefore is whether or not l'vlaimonidcs thought that the moral sphere was 

Marvin Fox, for example, takes the view that he did not. 

tvlaimun>dcs h;b 'ilwwn us that since moral rules arc non-cognitive, they cannot he true or 
false and then:fore cannot be the concern of the intelkct.' 

n opposllwn to this, Hermann Cohen famously argued as part of his general 
argument for a more Platonic reading of l'vlaimonidcs, that like Plato. Maimo
nides held that ethics should he seen as a ,,cicncc and therefore 

cognitive: for Marburg neo-Kantians' science was the highest form of knowi
Thus. for Cohen since according to lvtaimonides we cannot knnw God's 

essence hut only I lis ethical actions, this 'scientific' ethical knowledge becomes 
the hi!!hest form of knowledge. identified <~Sit is with knowledge of God.'' 

It this third pmblcm that is the driving concern of this paper. My argument will 
be that in fact Maimonidcs did believe that we could gain knowledge in one spe
cific practical realm despite appearances to the contrary in Guide 1: 2. 

In order to establish this conclu;.ion we will in section one address the idea th:ll 
central to (;uit!c 1: 2 that practical statcm•:nts cannot be objects of intcllcctu:d 

of the first issue mentioned above, that of the purpose 
of man. In section two we will address Maimonides' system of ta'wnci lw-lllif::.l'ol 

presented in p;trt Ill of the Uuit!e. llere, I will argue, he presents a scientific 
model of rationalisation that implies that we can have knowledge of the com
mandments, a contention that is apparently in tension with the degenerate status 
of the practical realm established in section one. 1v1y argument therefore in sec
tion three will be that while ivlaimonides docs not necessarily hold that practical 

is equivalent to knowledge of primary intclligiblcs, he docs not there
rule out the possibility of gaining knowledge in the practical 

section four we will briefly look at how, in til.: light of our argument, one 
resolve difficulties raised by the question of the purpose (if man and texts such as 
Guide I: 2. 

5 Marvin Fox, Interpreting Maimonid<''i, Clucago/Londun l'l'JO, p. YO. 
I Icrmann Cohen, '( 'haraktcristik dcr Ethik Mam1unis', translated into I It: brew by Zvi Wies
lowskv as 'Ofvah slid 'll>r;>( ha-1\fiddot k·ha· Ramh;un'. in: l!t:rmann ( 'ohcn, 1\'l'tlnllll ht> Y:1-
h;rdutu\c lh''avut Dor. J,·ru,akm I 'r/S, I'J' 
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/. D1e realm as 11011-cogniJive: Mainumicles on 1/ze purpose of man 

The question of what for Maimonides constitutes man's perfection continues to 
he an area of vigorous debate, necessitating a brief survey of this (well-trodden) 
ground.7 The debate focuses on the relative importance Maimonides assigns to 
the intellectual and practical perfections available to man, whether it is the bios 
lhCilr<;likos or the bios praktikos that is the best life for man. 1l1e primary thrust 
of the Guide, as already noted with respect to the opening two chapters certainly 
seems to be in favour of the former. 

Any number of further statements in the Guide could be cited that seem to 
Maimonides squarely within this intellectualist camp. One of the clearest 

such statements is reserved for the final chapter in which he states: 

The fourth species is the true human perfection; it consists in the acquisition of the rational 

virtues - I refer to the conception of intelligibles, which teach the true opinions concerning 
the divine things. 1l1is is in true reality the ultimate end; this is what gives the individual 
true perfection, a perfection belonging to him alone; and it gives him permanent perduran
cc; through it man is man. (G/~ Ill: 54, 635). 

Moreover, this ultimate intellectual perfection is one to whieh, we arc told else
where, 'there do not belong either actions or moral qualities ... it consists only of 
ideas towards which speculation has led and that investigation has rendered com
pulsory.' ( G !', II I: 27, 511 ). 

This of course follows good Aristotelian practice, at least as set out in Book X 
of the Nic!I(JIIWchean Ethio·x where we find that an exclusively contemplative 
ideal for man is that which meets the various standards deemed necessary for a 
life of Eudaimonia. 

Sn if among excdlcnt actions political and military actions arc distinguished by nobility and 
grcatnt~ss. and these are unleisurcly and aim at an end and arc not desirable for their own 
sake. but the activity of int<:llcct, which is contemplative, seems both to be superior in worth 

and to aim at no end beyond itself, and to have its pleasure proper to itself (and this aug
mclliS the activity). and the self-sufficiency, leisureliness, unwcaricdness (so far as this is pos
sible for man). and all the other attributes ascribed to the blessed man arc evidently those 
connected with this activity, it follows that this will be the complete happiness of man ... 
For man. therefore, the life according to the intclkct is best and plcasantcst, since intl'lh:ct 
more than anything else is man. 'll1is I if<: therefore is also the happiest." 

That is not to say that a life of practical virtue is worthless for Aristotle. It is 
that it is happiness 'in a secondary degree'. 'llms, Aristotle notes the contemplati-

An excellent survey of the discussion and relevant bibliographical references can be found ln 
Mcnachem Kellner, Maimonides on Human Perfection, Atlanta IY'!O. See also the articles by 
Lawrence V. Berman, Ralph Lerner and Steven I larvey in: J.L Kraemer, Perspectives on Mai
monides, Oxford J<)l) l. 

signalled much earlier, for example in Book VI (1143b33-35): 'it would be thought 

strange if practical wisdom, being inferior to wisdom, is to be put in authority over it.' Aristotle, 
Nichomachcan Ethics, trans. W.D. Ross, revised by J.O. Urmson, in: Jonathan Barnes, The Com
plete Works of Aristotle: 'Jl1c Revised Oxford Translation, vot. !, Princeton, NJ. 1915-1, pp. !729-
11-167: p. 11-\0(J. Subsequent translations arc taken from this edition. 

'' I hid .. p. 11-\!,J. 
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inJiviJual's need for ·extcrnal ' and 'insofar as he is a man and lives 
with a number of peoplt'. he chooses to do excellent acts; he will therefore need 
such aids lo living a human Iifc.' 10 

Maimonidcs actually spells out the nature nf the relationship between the two 
in the Guide rather more cxplicitlv. Maimonidcs states clearly the nc

fm intellectual ocrfcction in a relationship that ap-
to be hierarchical. 

hn it has been explained. or rather dcmonstratcd, that the moral virtues are a preparation 
for the rational virtues. it being impossible to achieve true, rational acts~ !mean perfc~ct ra

tionality unless it he by a man thoroughly trained with respect to his morals and endowed 

with the qualities of tranquillity and quiet. ( <ll~ 1: .1·1, 76-7). 

Thus practical perfection, both at an individual and collective level, is necessary 
to provide a pcrson with a suitablc environment for contcmplation. 11 Nonethe
less, such perfections do not appear to form part of the final intellectual 
tion itself. Indeed, what is so significant about taking the intellectualist view is the 
concomitant disparagement of practical activ1ty that generally comes with it. 

Aristotle himself makes the point that the practical sciences do not admit of the 
same degree of precision as the themctieal sciences and he warns us explicitly not 
to expect more precision in a certain subject than the subject matter allows, a stric
tun.: that limits the degree of knowledge that we can attain in the practical sphere. 
The main problem fur ethics according to Aristotle is that 'we must he content 
then. in speaking of such subjects and with such premises to indicate the truth 

ami in outl111c and in speaking about things which arc only for the most part 
and with premises of the same kind to reach conclusions that arc no bettcr.' 1

' 

The fundamental problem with practical activity however is that it is therefore 
often thought not to be concerned with truth at all. 'll1c ultimate intellectual per
fection is one whose aim is truth while the ultimate practical perfection is the 
business of political science and aims at 'the good'. Thus, fundamentally. as Pines 
puts it 'it would not be a gross ovt:rsimplification of Aristotle's position to slate 
that in his opinion the notion of truth pertains to theoretical thinking in a more 
fundamental sense than it docs to practical or poictic activity.' 13 With reference to 
Guide 1: 2, this leads us directly to the Maimonidean assumption there 'that truth 
has a greater value or validity th;m the good >~·I an assumption that docs seem to 
rob the pr~1ctical sphere of its cognitive value. 

'Il1crc arc, though, those wlw argue th;tt Maimonidcs, far from disparaging the 
value of practice, in fact believed that practical perfection is itself the ultimate 

Ibid., p. Ish~. ·~ 

A view that also, a:; Pines rwks, wa' at times affirn11.:d by ai-Farabi: '\Vi,dom then acquaints 
nne with true happinc;s, and practical wisdom acquaints one with what must be done to attain 
llappincS>.' Shlomo Pines, Truth and Fa he hood VcTillS Ciood and Evil. .. p. 117 (sec above. n.l ). 
Aristotle. Nidwmachean Fthics ( I()<),Jhl'l-2.'). p. 17.\(1 (sec ahovc.n. 7). As we will sec. this i:; 

not necessarily to sav thai we cannot g;un knowledge in ethics aecordin~ to Aristotle. hut it 
docs al IL'ast mean that such knowledge \\Ot!ld he of a diffetent orlkr tt> the theoreticll knmv· 
lcdgt.: that 1'> I he pcrkc·tiun uf the intc"!kct. 

1.\ Shlomu l'mc·o., Truth and l~llsc!Hlnd Vnsu' ( lt>nd ;·nd !'vii. (sec ahnw. IL I). p. lOll. 
lhtd .. P li!l 
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'll1e central textual basis for this is the apparent practical sting in the 
tail or the very final passages of the Guide. 

It is clear that the perfection of man that may truly be gloried in is the one acquired by him 

who has achieved. in a measure corresponding to his capacity. apprehension of Him, may 
I k be cxaltcd, and who knows I lis prnvidcncc extending over his crealllres as manifested 
in the act of bringing them into being and their governance as it is. 'l1!C way of life of such 
an individual, after he has achieved this apprehension. will always have in view, loving

kindness, righteousness and judgement. through assimilation to His actions, may he be ex
ailed, just as we have explained several times in this Treatise. ( Gl', Ill: 54, 638) 

Maimonides is apparently saying here that the true perfection is in fact practical 
assimilation to and imitation of God's attributes of action rather than intellectual 

of primary intelligibles. Thus. according to Kenneth Sceskin, for ex
the intellectual perfection that Maimonidcs refers to throughout the Guide 

is in fact the Socratic ideal of knowing the limits of our intellectual capacities, spc-
for Maimonides regarding our knowledge of the nature of God. This criti

cal level of knowledge then leads us 'to contemplation of God's moral attributes 
and thus to the 613 commandmcnts.' 1

' As mentioned above Hermann Cohen ad
vocates a similar view. whilst others such as Shlomo Pines and Lawrence Berman, 

a more ai-Farabian political interpretation of this practical end. 

The only positive knowledge of God of which man is capable is knowledge of the attributes 

of action. and this leads and ought to kad to a sort of political activity which is the highest 

of man. 1
" 

The practical reading it seems to me, is difficult to maintain for reasons that arc 
textuid, though they also touch upon 'strategic' issues, Textually. the sheer 
of evidence just seems to militate against the practical interpretation. 1l1e 

predominant theme is that of intellectual perfection to which as quoted above 
'there do not{Jc/ong actions or moral qualities' (emphasis added). Now Maimoni
des is, of course, notorious in some circles for the lengths to which he would go in 
order to hide his true views. However, citing such csotcricism in order to overth
row the apparent prevalence of the intellectualistic approach in the Guidc 17 

seems to me to be self-defeating. Surely if the practical interpretation were cor
reel Maimonidcs would, so to speak. be shouting it from the rooftops. To spend 
the entire work extolling the virtues of the contemplative life when in fact he tru
ly believes in a form of practical perfection as the end of man would seem to run 
cnt irely counter to the reasons for the esoteric strategy. Surety if any view needs 
concealing from the masses it would be the view that the ultimate perfection for 
man is intellectual. A practical reading would, on the other hand, be far more 
amenable to the traditionalist and would surely have been made far more explic~t 

Kenneth S.:eskin, Jewish Philosophy in a Secular Age, Albany 199(), p. 49. 
1
" Shlomo Pines. 'll1c Limitations of I Iuman Knowlcd!'c According to AI-Farabi, ibn Bajja, and 

i'vtaimonidcs, in: Isadore 'l\versky. Studies in Medieval Jewish llistory and Literature. Cam
bridge. Ma,s. 197'1, pp. s2-109: p. 100. 

" Something. we should note, that Sceskin specifically wishes to avoid. lie argues that one of the 

merits of his view is that it avoids the need for appealing to esoteric layers of meaning in the 

tnt. Sec Kenneth Sceskin, Jewish Philosophy in a Secular Age, (sec above, n.l·l), p. ·l'l. 



tht: work wnt: it imked l1L·Iit:vcd hy ivlaimonidt:s to he the hcc.t lite 
man. 

Interestingly then. the practical interpretation is thought to he far more ·tradi
Jcwish ·than the intellectual alternative. llowever, as a general rule I find 
to such ·arguments from tradition' highly speculative Maimonides said 

a lot of things that would ,hock thl· traditionalist and would he at best extreme
ly reluetant to use them in order to L'stablish what it was that Maimonidcs was t-c

·nws, my attempt to rehabilitate the practical realm and my daim that 
it is indeed cognitive grows out uf considerations internal to Maimonidcs' 
ra!.hcr than out \lf the scholarly quagmire ~.urrounding the nature and extent of 
his csotericism. Moreover. as we shall sec, this rehabilitation docs not actuallv ex-
tt:nd to agreement with the practic:d 
discussed. 

2. 7hc realm as 

or human 

/vlainwnidcs on 7ft 'wnei ha-mir::.vot 

The first 'tep in our argument requires us tn pay some attention to ivlaimonides· 
attempb to rationalise the commandments. I lis intellce!Ualism regarding the is
'uc of whether or not there is rational w:trrant fur the commandments of the 
Torah other than the mere fact that nod has commanded them is stated very 

But what is particularly significant about his lengthy discussion of Ia 'wnci 
lw-lllit::.l'ol in the third part of the Guide is the constant emphasis he puts on the 

bl'twcen the realms of nature and law. As Josef Stern has argued,l'vl:ti
monides saw no discontinuity :tt all between these two domains. 

Thco paratlcll\laimonidc:s constantly cmphasi'c' hl'lwc:cn the Law and divine· (i.e. natural) 

acts i-. not a parallel between two ditlcrcnt dmnains hut within one domain. . l\laimoni
dcs' pn.:scntation of ta'amci ha-mil!vot in Part Ill of the Cuide might, in short. he descri

bed as the natural science of the I .aw, on a par with i\ristotelian natural science of the phy
:,ical world. 

ll1is parallelism is certainly at the forefront of the entire discussion in part Ill of 
the Guide. Indeed, the section on rationalisation begins with a discussion of 
God's actions in nature. all of which arc identified as ·good and excellent' in being 

directed at noble ends. llowcver. what the Torah means when it ascri
bes such acts to ( iod, according to i'vLtimonides. is simply that he is the First Cau
se of such 'action' 

It ts very ckat that everything that" produced m time must necessarily have a proximate 
cause, which ha' produced it. In ih tum that cause has a c;n~se and so forth till finally one 

comes tu the First Cause of all things. I mean ( iucl's will amll~·et.: choice. For this reas;111 all 
tiHhc tnlcrmedtatc ctuse' arc· sonwtimc' omitted in the dicta of the· prophets, and an indi
\idu;tl act produced in titne· is ascribed lu (incl. We and other men from among tho"· 

" Josef Stern, Problems am! l'arabks of Law, Albany IlJ'JS, p. 20. Similarly, David llartman wri

tes that Maimomdc>' rationalisati<Hl of the· cnmmandmcnts was an attempt to 'achieve a uni
fied understanding of nature and 'l(mlll revdation.' David llartman. Maimonidc': 'li>rah and 

()unl. l'lul.rtklphr;r l'ili>. p. I·L' 

I..JUUll li/Ul I: I'll, lflllll ana i'iJISily: iHllllliOJll(/('S tlllt1 1HOflll LOt;lllllVlSI!l !{)'-) 

who 'tudy true reality have spoken about il. and this is the opinion of all the people adhe

rrn~ to our Law. ((j/'. II: 4:-l. 410). 

This point about nature is then immediately extended to God's laws, which arc 
simply a subset of His actions. As a result. Maimonides' approach to rationalising 
the commandments has it similarlv that God's commandments are the end result 
of which God. or rather God's will. is the efficient cause. 

The term 'command' is figuratively used uf ()od with reference to the coming to be of that 
which He has willed. (Gl', I: 65, !59). 

As in nature therefore, God is seen as the first cause of the commandments, 
which can subsequently be rationalised through the study of the scheme of natu
ral causation that nH.:diates between God as first cause and commandment as fi
nal effect. As such, the whole approach to rationalising the commandments is 
'scientific' inasmuch as it looks to the natural scheme of causation at work in na
ture in order to rationalise the commandments. 

However, the scientific nature of the rationalisation goes rather deeper than 
this. ScholarstY have noted that Maimonides uses 'purpose' and 'cause', along 
with a number of other terms interchangeably in his discussion of 
the commandments. 

'll1erc is a group of lnunan bein~s who consider it a grievous thing that cau.H'.S should be gi

ven for any law; what would please them most is that the intellect would not find a meaning 
for the commandments and prohibitions. What compels them to feel thus is a sickness that 

they find in their souls .... For they think that if those laws were useful in this existence and 
had been ~iven to us for this or that reaso11, it would be as if they derived from the reflec

tion of some intelligent being. If. however. there is a thing for which the intellect could not 

find any meaning at all and that docs not lead to something usejid, it indubitably derives 

from God: for the reflection of man would not lead to such a thing. It is as if, accordin~ to 
these people of weak intellects, man were more perfect than his Maker: for man speaks and 

acts in a manner that leads to some intended end. whereas the deity docs not act thus, but 
commands us to do things that an: not useful to us and forbids us to do things that arc not 

harmful to us. (G/~ II: Jl. 52:1-4. emphasis added). 

There are also people who say that every commandment and prohibition in these Laws is 

consequent upon wisdom and aims at some c11d, and that all Laws have causes and were gi
ven in view of some uti/in• (G/: Ill: 2!1. 507. emphasis added). 

This Maimonidean equation between uncovering the wisdom of !he command
ments and uncovering their causes, utility and end (as well as with explaining 
their meaning) is a result of the Aristotelian concept of scientific explanation that 
Maimonides utilises throughout his rationalisation. More significantly. it is this 
Aristotelian approach that opens up an avenue for arguing that the sphere of the 
commandments is a cognitive one. ~ 

While a detailed account of the Aristotelian account of explanation is beyond 
the scope of this article, the basic outline of the argument is simply stated. As we 
have already noted, the commandments are ·good and excellent' in virtue of being 

1
'' For example Lawrence K;rplan in his ;rrlick Rabbi Solovcitdrik's Philos<>phy of llalakhah. in: 

Jewish Law Annual. vol. 7. I'JSX, pp. LN-1 1!7. 
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directed at noble ends. What we find Maimonides using here is the Aris
totelian notion of a final cause that explains something by being the end for which it 

undertaken- that for the sake of which it i,. done or exists. 211 And 
the naralkl with natun:, just ;ts Clod has arranged nature so that things have 

realise certain ends nr structures, the laws that God has 
commanded arc similarly to be explained in krms of what they arc 'for the sake of.' 

What is central to Mainwnides' usc of thi> conception of explanation though is 
the link it lws with Aristotle's view of scientific knowledge or cpi.11mu·. For Aris
totle, we only trulv know something in the full sense of the term if we know 'tht: 

of it (lo tlia li), tht: explanation that tclh us what it is and how it has come to 
such as it is. And understanding 'thl· whv' of something in this manner is to 

~rasp its 

Knowledge is the ohjtccl of our inqurrv, and men do not thin!\ they know a thing till they 
hav<: grasped the 'why' of it (which is to grasp its primary cause):'' 

To have scientific knowledge of something for Aristotle tht:rcfore requires that 
one have an explanation fur it, which is a matter of having causal knowledge, at 
lt:ast in the broad sense of t:xplaining H·hv something is so.22 

Maimonidt:s, as Pines points out, shart:s Alcxandt:r of Aphrodisias' 1\ristott:li
idt:a that scit:ncc should aim to 'sL'I forth the causes of the physical pht:nomt:na 

and disclose their natural ordcr.' 21 What this means for the Maimonidt:an method 
of rationalisation is that if Maimonidcs wishes us to be able to claim that wt: really 
understand the commandments. we will need to show that we have an cxplanati-

for them. which involves grasping tht:ir 'causes'. And indt:cd, it is prt:cist:ly this 
that Maimonides givt:s us with his tt:lcological approach to the cummandmt:nts 
!hat allows us to account for his usc of 'expbnatiun', 'causation' and 'purpost:' as 
virtual synonyms. It is tht: final cause that explains the commandments since it is 

the sake of this final cause that they were 1dvcn and thus this is tht:ir reason 
and purpose. ' . ' 

However, having an explanation for sonlt:thing is not in itst:lf sufficit:nt to pro
duct: scientific knowledge of it or CJlistemc in the Aristotelian sense. For this tht:re 
arc a number of further constraints that have to be mt:t: 

Whether there is abo anotlllT type of undcrstamling we shall say later: hen: we assert that 
we do kntl\1' tl11ngs through demonstrations. By a demonstration I mean a scientific deduc
tion; and by scientific I rnenn a deduction by possessing which we understand something. 
If to understand sornt:thing is what we have posited it to be, then demonstrative understan
ding in particular must prou:t·d from itcms which arc true and primitive and immediate and 
more familiar than and prior to and explanatory of the conclusions. (In this way the princip-·-

Whilt: t\nstotk of course discussed four cxplanatt"ry 'causc.s', for lh<.: purposes of our l'vlaimu
nic!t:an expu:,ition II is unly the concept of the !mal cause that we need attend to. 

21 Aristotle, PhysiCs (IIJ4h!X-21). trans., R. P Ilardi·~ and R. K. Faye in: Jonathan Barnes, The 
Works of Aristotle. pp . .\I S-·1·111: p .. n::>. I. sec ;rhovc. n. 7). 

'llu: precise rdationship between Aristotle's usc of ;he term ·cause' and our modcrn day nul ions 
of cau:,;rtion nccd not detain us here. Fur a goml introductory discussion of this relationship 
though see Jonathan l.car. Aristutk: ·nrc Desire It• tlndcrsland. Cambridge l 1)XX. pp. 2X-42. 
Shlomo l'mcs, The· Plulusophrcal "nHn·s of the ( ;llldt• of the l't.:r plcxcd. in: I\ loses 1\LunHHlldt.:s. 
Guide of the Pnpkxt·d, pp. lvii-cxx.xrx: p. lu (sec aho1c. n.:') 
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lcs will also be appropriate to what is being, proved). 'll1crc can be a deduction even if these 
conditions are not met, but there cannot be.: a demonstration- for it will not bring about un
dcrstarHling.~' 

In addition to knowing the explanation for somt:thing we must also know that 
the conclusion cannot be otherwise and in order for this to be the case we must 
ht: in possession of a dt:monstration of the object in question. ·nms a scit:ntific 

must be tht: result of a deduction in which the premises arc true, 
immedia!c, more familiar than, prior to, and explanatory of the ex

planandum. 
A ristotlc is understood to be appealing here to the idt:a that a scien

tific body of knowledge must form an axiomatic system such as that of Euclidean 
gt:omctry in which a few true and ct:rtain axioms arc taken as primary truths from 
which the rest of the system follows deductively. ·n1c primary truths themselves, 
though not demonstrable and thus 'primitive and immediate', arc acquired by in
duction, or the repeated perception of particulars through the intellectual virtue 
of tHiliS. 'n1c eventual system of scientific knowledge therefore takes the form of 
a stack of demonstrative syllogisms that can be traced back in the first instance to 
these true and non-demonstrable first principles. 

What though is the nature of the first principles of such an Aristotelian sci
cnct:? The concept that docs the necessary work here for Aristotlt: is that of form, 
the fundamental explanatory concept in Aristotelian science. 1l1csc forms, as tht: 
csst:ntial natures of substances that account for their being what they arc, arc the 
udinition-stating starting points that conform to the standards required of a sci
t:ntific cxpl;mation. 'Ilms. the fundamental explanatory premises of a science arc 
definitions stating what the forms of the.: various substances arc from which one 
can deduce all the other characteristics of that substance. Moreover, the concept 
of form holds the same fundamental position in Maimonidcs' thought as we sec in 
the very first chapter of the Guide where he writes in his explanation of the term 
'image' as predicated of God: 

The term image is applicr.l to the natural form, I mean the noli on in virtue of which a !hint; 
is mnstituled as a mbstance a111l /Jnomcs what it is. ( G/~ 1: l, 22, emphasis ad <.led). 

Evidently tht:rcforc. in order to givt: a teleological explanation of the command
ments that satisfies the standards of a demonstration, Maimonidcs must introdu
ce the concept of form into his explanation and posit a causal connection between 
the commandments and this form. Should he manage to do this, Maimonidcs 
would, it seems, be able to give a scientific explanation of the rationality of the 
commandments. 

Maimonidcs docs indeed posit just such a connection between the command
ments and the form of man in his discussion at Guide Ill: 27. Here, he initially dis
cusses the purpose of the 'Law as a whole' writing: 

The l.aw as a whole aims at two things: the wei fan: of the soul and the welfare of the body. 
As for the welfare of the soul. it consists in the multitudes acquiring correct opinions corn:-

I ;\ri..:l!lllt• Pn..:tt'l•inr ,\n·d,,l;f'\; (71h!f, I i\ lt""H L • .- . .~J,,n n ....... ~., f"\,.f ,. .. ! 1111) i -- .. ') .., 
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'J'<>lllilllg to ihctl IC\jll'Cll\'l' l':IJ',fl'lt\ "'lot tilL' WL·il;llc ofiilL' hodv. II ClllllC\ ;Jilt>lll hv 
the IIHJHm·cnlL'nl of the1r w:~vs nlltvmg mill llllC another. (1,'/'.111: 27, Sill) 

Maimonitlcs then goes on to discuss two 

For it has already been denl<mstrated that man has two perfections: a first perfection. which 

i' the perfection of the body. <tnd anultinwtc pcrfcctiun. \\hich is the perfection ufthc soul. 
The fit;,l pcrlcclHm consists in being lu:althv ami in the \'lTV best bodily stale .... !lis ulti

matc Jk't kction is to become 1 ational in actu. I mean tu hav·c an intellect in actu: ... It is 

dc:tr that lo this ultimate pcrkction thc!L' do !tot belong cithn actions or moral qualitie'i 

and that 11 C\1nsisl'i only of opinion<> tuwiird' which speculation has led ;md that investigdti
un has remh:rL·d compulsory. (!hid .. .'iII). 

It appears as if the wdjitrc of tht: body is a function of social order and a nccess:try 
for the ll'd/ltrc of the soul, wh1ch consists in the multitude 

corrt:ct opllltons in speculative mallt:rs. The J!CJfcclions of body and soul on the 
other h:md consist respectively of the physical health of the individual and the ac

of cuneet opinions 'that investigation has rendered 
our brief Aristotelian excursus. we can readily understand this as 
such opinions that have actually been demonstrated rather than 

some other basis such as the authority of tradition. As noted in the 
section. this is the trUL: perfection for which the perfection of the body is 

clllc commandments we are told aim therefore at the two perfections and gene
do so via the establishment of the two types of welfare. 

The ·n·ut: Law then ... has come to bring us both perfections. I mean the welfare of the sta

tes of pcoplc in their relations with nm: another through the abolition of recipmcal wrong

doing and through the acquisition of a nnble and excellent character. In this way thL' prescr
vatilln of the population of the country and their permanent existence in the same order 

becnme possible, so that every one of lht:m achieves his first perfection: I mean abo the 

soundness of the hclie~s and th<: giving of corn:ct opini11ns through which the ultim:t!t: per
fection i' achieved. ( ( ,'/', Ill: 27, 'iII). 

The commandments therefore n.:gulate society (welfare of the body) so as to at-
for the health of the individual (perfection of the body). or teach correct opi

nions (welfare of the soul) as a precursor to further investigation in which these 
and others that arc nutcxplicitly taught can he demonstrated (leading to 

uf the soul):'' The commandments arc therefore rational inasmuch 
as tlley fulfil t hcse aims and the Torah is seen as a means to achieving these ends 
to the ~:xtent that is possible for all society This means that according to l'vlaimo
nillc~. the commandments are all somehow connected tolj1c form of man, admit-

in 'umc cases by a somewhat tortuous route. Nonetheless. since we 
with this form. we arc able to understand the commandments as proceeding from 

points that fulfil the various conditions of truth, nt:cessity, immediacy etc. 
and this in turn enables us to produce :t scientific system of rationalisation for the 
commandmcn ts. 

'" a more dcLukd account of thc·se IL'i<lllmbhip' .md some of the complications :1rising from 

!hem 'cc ~li1iam (;;tlston. '!11c f'uq><>sc of the I aw 111 i\l:timonidcs, in: Joseph t\. lhnj'. i\lai· 

mon;dcs: .\ ( \>llcctJon uf Crittcal Lssan. Nqtrc ll;tllll'. Ind. I11SS. pp. :'15<'.13. 
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At this point then we encounter our problem. For how can we argue that Mai
monides believes that we can have scientific knowledge of the commandments 
vcn the view he apparently takes of the practical intellect and its objects as outli
ned in section I and presented in Guide 1: 2: 

Through the intellect one distinguishes betwet:n truth and falsehood, and that was found in 
in its perfection and its integrity. Fine and bad on the other ham!, belong to the 

things generally accepted as known, not to those cognised by the intellect. ... Now man in 

virtue of his intellect knows truth from falsehood: and this holds good for all intclligihlc 
things. Accordingly, when man was in his most perfect and cxcdlcnt stale, in accordance 

with his inborn disposition and possessed of his intellectual cognitions ... he had no faculty 
that was engaged in any way in the consideration of generally accepted things and he did 
not apprehend them. ( G/~ 1: 2, 24-25). 

Maimonides even categorises the commandments as generally accepted opinions 
rather than primary intclligiblcs in his discussion of the Decalogue where he wri
tes that 

the L'Xistcncc of the deity and !lis being one. arc knowable by human speculation alone .... 
As for th<! other commandments, they belong to the class of generally acceplcd opinions 

and those adopted in virtue of tradition. not to the class of the intcllccta. (Gf~ II: 33, 3(H). 

It seems from these passages that according to Maimonidcs only the theoretical 
intellect deals with truth and falsity whilst the practical intellect deals with the re
lative distinction between the good and the bad. This being so we would be unab
le to talk of knowledge in the sphere of the practical for it seems that we could not 
speak of practical statements as necessary truths of the sort that knowledge-pro
ducing scientific deductions arc supposed to yield. How arc we then to argue that 
Maimonides is a cognitivist with regards to matters practical? 

3. The Soliiliun 

The route to a solution can be approached by first creating further problems. For 
there is an apparent distinction between an Aristotelian scientific explanation 
and the type of explanation that I have argued Maimonidcs is concerned to give 
us in his rationalisation of the commandments. 'Il1e problem is that the Maimoni
dean account docs not fully explain each particular commandment since an alter
native might have served the same purpose?' l3asieally, in an Aristotelian scien
tific explanation the essence of something. acting as efficient cause, determines 
the particular effect. In our example of rationalising the commandments, the 

''' Joseph Solovcitchik makes this very point in his critique of the Maimonidean method of rati
onalisation as prcscntcd in the Guide, though it is a mistake that he believes Maimonidcs docs 

not make in the !1/i.IIIII<'It llmiiL Sec J B. Soloveitchik. cllHc llalakhic Mind, New York, 191\6, 
pp. 94-5. Moreover. Pines writes that 'Maimonidcs' defence of the law of the Torah docs not 

(or docs not altogether) rest upon the assumption that, absolutely speaking, it is the best con
ceivable law.' Shlomo Pines. clllC Philosophic Sources of the Guide of the Perplexed, pp. lvii

cxxxiv: p. cxxiii (sec above, n. 22). Nonetheless, he admits that 'under the circumstances no 
hetkr law could have been inslilttlcd'! I hid l 
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form of man posited as the final c:1usc of the commandments does not 
determine the particular commandment we arc attempting to rationalise. As T.ll. 
Irwin has noted. 'Natural teleology is not compatible with all conceivable etTi
cicnt causes of an event: but it rn;1y he cnmpatible with more than one.' 27 The par
ticular laws of the Torah therefore seem sumcwhat underdctermincd hv the furm 
ofman. . 

Since the anahwv between Aristotelian demonstrations and Maimonidean rati

thc main motivation for the argument that fvlaimonidcs 
believes the practical realm to he eo(!,nitivc, if it docs break down in this way. is 
our argument stymied bcfun: it has even begun'! It seems to me that there arc two 
routes we can take in response to this 

ll1c 'strong thesis' would maintain the analogy in all its detail and argue that 
Maimonidcs did indeed believe that his rationalisations of the commandments 
amounted !o scientific cpisteme-yielding lkmonstrations. In order to argue for 
this, one would need to maintain that Maimonidcs did indeed sec the T\Jrah as a 
ncccssarv condition for perfection. Certainly, as Bernard Williams has noted, we 
can no longer believe that any account of human nature 'will adequately determi
ne one kind of ethical life as against othcrs.'·"J However, given Maimonidcs' Aris
totdianism, he may have believed that this was indeed possible. By appeal to 
Arist otic's famous (and problematic) erg on argument according to which the mo-

life can he seen as part of the 'proper functioning' of man, one could argue as 
Williams himself does, that 'Aristotle saw a certain kind of ethical. cultural and in
deed political life as a harmonious culmination of human potentialities, rceo
vcrahle from an absolute understanding of nature.'30 Maimonides' natural telco-

might therefore be taken to determine a unique route to human perfection, 
however implausible that might seem to the modern mind. 

!owever, even if we accept this possibility of demonstrating the ethical laws of 
Torah, it seems far, more difficult to do so for the ritual laws. For the ritual 

Maimunidcs notoriously resorted to historical explanations that indicated 
the commandments were determined by contingent historical circumstance. 
an approach yields further difficulties for one wishing to argue that Maimo
bclicvcd that the commandments could be scientifically demonstrated since 

Aristotelian demonstrations cannot appeal to contingent facts. They must cxclusi
lake the form of a deductive chain uf 'necessary' truths. 11 

I. Irwin. '!1H.· Metaphysic;rl and Psychological Basis of Aristotle's Ethics, in: Am<:lie Okscn
l>crg Rorty. Fssays on Aristotle's Ethics, pp. J5-5.1; p. 40 (see above. n.3). Pines refers to this wca

when he plays down the rok of ~t:kolugical explanations ~n the Maimonidean system. 
Shlomo Pmcs, "llll' Philmnphic Sourct:s of 1 he ( iuidc of the· l'crpln"::d. (sec abm c. n. ~2 ). p. 1\\. 

·'' Making it po,,ihk at lc~rst in pnnc1pk. lm ~~ non-Jew to bypaso, the '1\nah ;md still allain buth 
moral and intelkctual perfection. Sec: Menachem Kellner. Maimnnidcs on !Iuman Pcrkctiun. 
(see above, n.ll). pp. 21klll. 

Bernard Williams. Fthics and the Limih of Philusophy. London I')~). p.52. 
!bid. 

pwhkm is of course much discusst:d in Ar"l"ll.'lian scholarship. See lor example Juna
than Barnc:s. Aristotle\ "ll11:ory of Demonst1ation. in: Jonathan Barnes/Malcolm Schofidd/ 
Hkhanl SorahJI, t\riick' on :\nqufk, vol. I. London 1'17), pp. il'i-~7. Must of till' sulutinlb 
pioJl<llllldnl thnc wuuld not addi"CS\ our :-..la,lllloJl!dc;m concc·rns 1houd1. 
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One might argue that Maimonides understood the particular historical facts 
contained in his explanations as expressing general deterministic trends in nature 
that could form part of a scientific rationalisation. Thus, we could sec the particu

lar facts from a 'universal perspective', as representing universal necessary truths 
about humanity. 12 However, as we have seen previously Maimonides certainly 
wished tn make a distinction between the theoretical and practical realms and to 
insist therefore on the analogy between his explanation of the commandments 
and scientific demonstration in all its details might be misguided. More impor

there is a very plausible weaker version of the analogy that still 
leads us to the same eondusions:'-1 

The ·weak thesis' would allow for a Maimonidean distinction between scienti
fic demonstration and commandment rationalisation while insisting that he pus
hes the analogy between the theoretical and practical realms as far as it can go, 
most significantly with respect to the explanatory schemes they both utilise. 'Jlw 
entire discussion of ta 'amci lw-mit::.vot is thus an attempt to establish such an ana

between the explanatory schemes used in both the theoretical and practical 
.\.! 

'll1e first point to make in this connection is that Maimonides uses the term 
'truth· ( emet) in relation to the commandments on a number of occasions in his 
writings.35 In the Mishnch Torah for example we find that the highest form of 
worship practised by one who serves God out of love is that in which one 'docs 
what is true because it is true, and ultimately good will come of it.'36 

" "llms, though we cannot have scientific knowledge of the particular facts, we can have it of tht: 
killils of event they represent. Indeed, this is the explanation that Ark rill gives of an Aristote
lian passage dealing with the problem of knowledge of particulars and was a stratc,gy used later 
in Jewish philosophy by Gersonidcs in his discussion of God's knowledge of particulars. See 
J.L. Ackrill. Aristotle the Philosopher. Oxford, 19Xl, p. 97, and Gersonides, lhc Wars of the 
Lmd. 3 vols.trans., Seymour Feldman, Philadelphia 19X4, t9X7 & 199X, Book Ill. 

" It is worth noting in relation to this that Maimonidcs does not confine our cognitive advances 
to those achieved through demonstration. As Arthur !lyman and Joel Kraemer have both con
vincingly argued, dialectical syllogisms have cognitive value for Maimonides. Sec Arthur Hy
man, Demonstrative. Dialectical and Sophistic Arguments in the Philosophy of Moses 
Maimonidcs, and Joel L. Kraemer, Maimonides on Aristotle and Scientific Method, both in: 
Fric L. Ormsby, Moses Maimonides and His Time, Washington I ')X9. llowcver, the complica
tion hcre that is that we arc not starting our explanations from 'generally accepted opinions', 
which is the mark of dialectical arguments for Maimonidcs, but from the form of man which is 
indeed a primary intelligible. Timsit is difficult simply to say that the commandment explana
tions arc dialectical since the problem with these arguments is not the starting point. but the 
links in I he argumt:nt chain. 

'' Notably, David Charles argues tlwt throughout the Nichomachcan Ethics Aristotle develops a 
variety of analogies between theoretical and practical knowledge including one between the 
explanatory schemes they utilise. See David Charles, Aristotle and Moral Realism, in: Rohcrt 
I kinaman, Aristotle and Moral Realism, Lnndon I 995, pp. 135-172, esp. p. 15Xff. 

" Again, Aristotle similarly speaks of truth in relation lo the practical realm, albeit a form ot 

truth that he distinguishes from theoretical truth. Sec for example Nichomachean Ethics, 
IIJ9a26-JI and De Anima 4.1lh10-13. 

''' tvlost:s Maimonidcs, Mishm:h Torah. l.aws of 
I <)X7 n 7,0 

10: 2, trans. E. New York 
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in hi~ Introduction to l'crck field we find: 

One m1ght not tu busy oneself 1\lth ()od's 'J<nah in order to earn one's living by it; nor 

should the end of studying wisdom he anvthing but knowing it. The truth has no other pur

pose than knowing it is truth. Since the: 'l(>rah is truth. tlw purpose of knowing it is to do it. '7 

Thus we fino that ~lalllwnidcs doL's usc the prcdic~lle 'true· of pr~lCtical m~tttcrs 
and mdced as llow;ml Kreisel h;ts documentetl. often 

is rooted in our rational l;rcultics.'' 
'!11is is of obvious significance for tire question of eognitivism in Maimonides' 

Cognitivism with regard to a certain disputed realm of statements is sim-
thc argum..:nt that 'the claims in question. when literally construed, arc li

false.'1'J 'Il1at Maimonidcs applies the truth predicate to the com
mandments is therefore important. llowcv<:r, more significantly I would argue 
that what justifies this application for Maimonidcs is the location of the moral 
truths within the sort of explanatory scheme that he sets out in his rationalisation 

the commandments. lmportantlv. one tll~edn't argue that knowledge of ~uch 
matters need he identified with knowled)!,e of primary intclligihles scientifically 
demonstrated, and that only this would justify the application of truth-values. 
Moral eognitivists need not make metaphysical appeals to such quasi-Platonic re
alms (or even to their modern equivalents such as a belief in 'real' moral proper-

Moral objectivity, it has been argued, can be retained without such commit
ments. J\s Robert llcinaman has stated in his discussion of Aristotle's own moral 
realism 'the objectivity of morality can be established on the basis of explaining 
what counts as a good reason for action':111 It is precisely this that Maimonides' 
rationalisation of the commandments achieves. It is an attempt to give just such 
reasons for the commandments, reasons that arc analogous to scientific demons
trations in utilising a systematic explanatory structure that links the command
ments to the form of man. And locating them within such a structure would, in 
the eyes of such realist~~ suffice for the application of the truth predicate to them. 

However, it is absolutely central to our argument that Maimonidcs is not there
a mum/ cognitivist. Maimonides distinguishes the system of the command

ments as a realm of cognition from the moral realm of ')!,enerally accepted 
per Si'. cf1lis becomes clear if we look at the way in which Maimonides 

between divine Law and other non-divine systems. 

AccOidmglv rf )OU find :r Law the whole end or" which and tllc wlwk purp<"e of the chid 

thereof. who dcterminc:d the actions rcquin:d by it, arc directed exclusively toward the 01 

ckring of the citv and of its circumstances and the: abolition in it of injustice: and oppression; 

and lf in that I ,aw atkntinn is not at all directed toward speculative matters, no heed is !'i· 

ven to the pcrft:cting of the rational facultY. ami no regard is'nccorded to opinions being 

correct or faulty you must know that that L1w is a nomos and that tire rnan who bid 

down belongs ... to those who arc pnkct onlv m tiH:ir imaginativt: faculty. 

Muses Maimonidcs, Commc:ntary to the Mishnah, Introduction Ill Pnc~ I kick (Sanhedrin 

!0). Translation taken fmm Isadore Twersky. A Mainwnidcs Reader. New York I '>72. p .. to:'\. 
low;ml 1-:tcisd, Maimonides' l'ol!trcal Tlwught, i's·ew York IIJ'J'), chapter 2. 

Geoffrey Savrc-Mc< 'ord, l'ssavs on t\loral l~e;rlisnt. New York I 'iSS, p. 5. 

"' Roh,·r t I kHLIIll.lrL Ar i'totk :rnd ['.t"r.tl 1\c;rbm. p. ' 1 "'" .rb<>\c, "· .\.\) 
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II. on the other hand. you find a Law all of whose ordinances arc due to the attention be-

paid, as was stated before, to the soundness of the circumstances pertaining to the 
body and also to the soundness of belief- a Law that takes pains to inculcate correct opin
ions with rq;ard to God, may He he exalted in the first place, and with regard to the an
g<:ls. and that desires to make man wise. to ~~ivc him understanding, and to awaken his al· 

tentinn. so that he should know the whole nf that which exists in its true: fnrm you must 
know that this guidance comes from lli111, may lle he exalted, and that this Law is divine. 

((;/'.II: .JO, 3X3-3S4). 

According to Maimonidcs, human legal systems or IWIIlOi, arc at best geared ex
to practical cnds.41 The divine law on the other hanu is, as previously ex

connected to the final contemplative perfection of man. 
What all of this means in our Maimonidean context is that certain people 

will not have the systematic knowledge of the commandments that relates 
them to their final contemplative end for the reason that certain systems do 
not direct them to that end. The members of such a community will only be 
able to reach a lesser cognitive state that allows them to see the link to practi
cal ends that establish the system as one traditional or conventional system 

others. In contrast, divine law is elevated from the status of a gene
rally accepted opinion since the system enables one to seck out the connec
tion between the commandment and the highest end for man i.e. to the 

end of theoretical perfection. Maimonidcs therefore distinguis
hes, as noted in our discussion of ta'amci lw-mit::.vot, between 'the Law in ge-
neral' and 'divine Law' by virtue of their rcloi. As Kreisel writes, in Maimoni
dcs' system 'it is the ultimate purpose or telos of the moral order that 
determines our evaluation of it.'42 

How docs this affect the cognitive status of the commandments though? It 
seems to me that, as Kreisel notes, the very ability to connect the commandments 
to the ultimate theoretical end itself causes a qualitative change in the status of 

these laws. 

In changing the ultilllatc telos of the prohibitions of conventional morality and directing 

them to the attainment of intellectual perfection, the Divine Law changes the nature of the· 
•.• ' -1 ~ 

sc 

What this means is that we can acknowledge that the intellect proper is the 
theoretical intellect that deals with truth and falsehood and maybe indeed 
only directly cognise the forms that are its object. However, we can raise the 
status of our cognition in the practical sphere to that of knowledge by drawing 
out the relationship of these practical matters to the form of man that serves 

11 It is possible for such systems to be prophetic in part, but at hc:st their revealed nature amounts 

to the awareness of the contribution that correct opinions can make to the welfare of the body 
and thus incidentally contribute to the ultimate intellectual perfection. See Miriam Galston, 

The Purpose of the Law, (sec above, n. 24), p. 230. 
"·' lloward Kreisel, Maimonides' Political 'Ilmu~ht, (sec above, n. 37). p. il2. 
"' Ibid .. p. X.\. Similarly. Galston speaks of the difference between nomos and divine Law as ·a 

d!llcrcncc of kind, no I me: rely of dcgn.:c.' l'v!iriarn ()alston, 'll1c Pmposc of the Law, (sec above, 

I! -".j). p 22·1. 
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thercfon: knowkdge can he gained by drawing 
connections analogous to those drawn in scientific demonstrations. But it is only a di

systcm of Law that is directed in this manner for its adherents. What this means 
that according to Maimonidcs we can therefore have gcnuim: knowledge of the 

commandments but only if we can gain the necessary explanatory knowkdgc of them 
that relates them to the ultimate end for man:1

' But that makes him a col!nitivist with 
respect tu divine law, not a with lT~JK'Ct to per sc. 4" 

4. !·)ome l'mh/cms Rcconsidacd 

careful reading of the problematic passages quoted at the end of section one 
seems to bear out our thesis regarding the cognitive nature of the commandments. 
Both passages can be seen to be making an epistemological distinction between 

slates of knowledge rather than a metaphysical one that in 
the realm of the practical of its cognitive nature. Thus in Guide 1: 2, Mai

monidcs tells us that Adam was orit>inallv endowed with intellect and that 

It was becatbc of this that it was said of him that he was cr.: a ted in the image of Ciod and in 
I lis likcnc". It was likcwisc on account of it that he was addn:,sed by (iod and given com

mandmcnh. a' it sav': And tht: Lord ( iml commanded. and so on. For the c·ommandm.:nh 
arc not giv.:n to beasts and beings devoid of intellect. "ll1rough the intt:lkct one di,tinguis
hc' between truth and fabity. (( ;/'. 1:2. 2·1). 

Interestingly given the relationship b<.:twcen our View ami that of I krmann Cohen who wished 
to give a Platonic intcrp1ctation of Maimonidcs, this understanding of Maimonides reflects a 
view of knowledge that has been attributed to l'lato by Julia Annas. Annas writc:s that l'lato"s 
view of h nowkdgc r' r>ne whereby "the adv;lllcc to knowledge is a progress to increased under
standing. and thi' comes a!mut. .. by setting tht• he lid in a wider context of one\ other bclicfs 
and their mutually explanatory relati<>nships'. Julia Annas. An Introduction to Plato\ Repuh· 

Oxford I'!XI,p.200. 

'' Such knowlt:dgc it seems to me might well correspond to what Maimnnides terms knowkdgc 
of "the science of the Law in ib true sense' as uppnsed to knowledge of the science of the law 
in its lcgabtic sense. For the· latter wnuld imply an exdusiv.: concern with the practicall<.:gal 
aspect of the Law without regard tn its true thcort"tical purposc. Menachem Kellner has ar
gued in contrast that it was only with Jrheph Alho that the commandments themselves were 
taken to be the subject matter of tht: true science of the Law. For Maimonides this t.:rm is sup
posed to refer to physics and metaphysics. Sec Menachcm Keller, 'f11c Conception of the 
Torah as a Deductive Scit:ncc in l'vkdicval Jewish ·nwught. in: Revue des Etudes .luivcs. vol. 
146. I'!K7. pp. 265-27'!. llowcver, I am not 'urc that there is any fundamental disagreement 
here br:twcen myself and Kellner since on my interpretation. it is tl~e very relating of the com
mandments to the truths of physics and metaphysic'. that allows us to include them within the 
true science of the Law. 

"" Fox's contention that according to Maimunuks nwml rule' arc non-cognitive i' therefore cor
rect in a sense, for as long a' a set of rules rcmam in a purely moral setting devoid of anv cun

nection to man's int.:llectual pnkctiun. thcv cannot he known in the fullest sense. Only within 
the n:ligious context can we understand them in their full cognitive light. In line with this view. 
Fox goc' on to gtvc a rather different account nf Maimonides" method of rationalisation accor· 
ding to which the commandments ";ue nnlt atinnal1r1 the sense nf he in~~ demrln,trahk." l\larvrn 

lnlCij1ll"tllll! rvldunonidcs, (sec ahmv. IL :l). p. I·L' 
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here is that according to Maimonidcs, commandments were 
to Adam on account of his being endowed with an intellect that can dis-

between truth and falsity. "Il1c implication seems to be that the ability to 
between truth and falsity is necessary for the understanding of divine 

commands and that they therefore can be known by the intellect to be true or fal
se. What Adam therefore lost as a result of his sin was his a priori knowledge of the 
link between such matters and the ultimate intellectual end. 1lu\l is not to say that 

to the fall Adam had knowledge of the entire system of divine command
ments. ·n1c argument is rather that in principle he would have had cognition of 
such links when in his perfect intellectual state should he have been aware of such 

mattcrs.47 One might therefore argue that he could have known the truth 
of the one command that God did issue to him prior to his sin. However, after his 
sin, once he is led astray by his imagination into the realm of the passions, he was 
unable to recognise the links between the commandments and their ultimate intel
lectual end. 1l1c point is that after the fall Adam is left in the lesser cognitive state 
that one has of a nomos i.e. he understands the various practical matters with 
which he is engaged merely in terms of their connections to practical ends. 111is re
legates the practical statements that he apprehends to the status of generally ac
cepted standards of goodness and badness rather than that of true or false state
ments that arc understood in terms of their link to indisputable first principles. 
Thus, Adam becomes 'absorbed in judging things to be bad or fine.'( G!', 1:2, 25). 

The passage relating to the Decalogue at II: 33 is admittedly more difficult to 
deal with.4x "Il1cre, Maimonidcs explicitly writes that except for the first two, the 
commandments of the Decalogue 'belong to the class of generally accepted opini
ons and those adopted in virtue of tradition, not to the class of the intcllccta.' ( Gf~ 
I I: 33, 364 ). Nonetheless, if we look at this sentence in the context of the whole 
passage, it seems to me that we can understand this phrase in terms of our episte
mological distinction. The chapter at this point is discussing a quote from the mi
drash on Song of Songs 1: 2 which says that only the first two commandments were 
heard directly from God by all the people, the remainder being communicated to 
them by Moses. Maimonidcs goes on to explain this in the following way: 

For these two principles, I mean the existence of the deity and II is being one, are knowable 
by human speculation alone. Now with regard to everything that can be known by demons
tration. the status of the prophet and that of everyone else who knows it arc equal; there is 
no superiority of one over the other. ·nlUs these two principles arc not known through pro
phecy alone. "ll1e text of the Torah says: Unto thee it was shown, and so on. As for the other 
commandments, they belong to the class of generally accepted opinions and those adopted 
in virtue of tradition. not to the class of the intellecta. (G/~ I!: 33, 364). 

\Vc arc initially told that regarding the first two commandments the status of tire 
knowledge of the prophet and that of everyone else is the same. "Il1c implication in 

.n For the view that Adam actually did have absolute moral knowledge bdorc the fall sec Steven 

Schwarzschild. Moral Radicalism and 'Middlingncss" in the Ethics of Maimonides, in: Studies 
in Medieval Culture, vol. II. 1 'i7K. pp. 65-94. 

" Isadore Twersky who agrees that divine morality is 'immanently reasonable and its rationality 

is discoverable" has written that this pas,age requires 'special study'. Isadore Twersky. lntro-
dJ!<'Iil\n !1\ Ill,• ( ',\,!.• nf \1't;n,nn;,l,,, "!,.,.,If ,.,.,,II ""I, 
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wh;lt folluws 'As fur the other commandments ... · 1s that this somehuw cunt
rasts with the remaining eight commandments and it would appear logit:al for the 
contrast to he that with respe<.:t to these commandments the <.:ognitivc states of the 

and evervone else differ. with the prophet presumahlv being in the stron
ivc po~ition. llowcvn. 1f thc~e eight cummandmcnts arL' essentially in 

themselves 'generally accepted opiniuns' (m adopted hy virtue of tradition) ami 
cannot be known, then the two groups could not have dil'l'crentlcvcls of cngnitivc 
awareness with respect to them. Regardless of whether you were a prophet or a 
member of the general public, they would remain 'generally accepted opinions'. If. 
iJOWCVCf, We Understand the phrase regarding the statUS of the last 
mandmcnts as telling us about the manner in which they arc 
ted by the masses. then we can argue that they arc not essentially 

be known, but only by the prophet who can locate them within the sort or ulti
mate rational system that we have been discussing. What we are being told there
fore is that in contrast to the first two commandments. which the masses can know 
in the same way as the prophet, the final eight arc only 'generally accepted 
ons' as far as the masses arc concerned. lithe problcmatit: sentence is relativiscd 

the masses we can again see it as referring to our epistemological distinction. 
It is though true to say that the masses might not be able to engage in philosophi

cal demonstrations of the first two commandments either and this might be 
to vitiate my interpretation here. llowcvcr, it is possible that Maimonidcs' 

here is that while the masses. like the prophets, would he ahlc to accept the 
first two commandments should they he demonstrated to them. they would have 

greater dilTiwlty with a full explanation of the other commands which would 
show them to be entirely subordinate to intellet:tual ends, with all the implications 
that has for the traditional view of Jewish practice. It might be therefore that while 
both the prophets and the masses arc 'equal' with regards to the first two com
mandments. the rcmaiqing commandments need to remain ·adopted in virtue of 
tradition' for the masses. To sec them as related to the ultimate intellectual pcr·fcc
tion as the prophet docs might, in the eyes of lhe masses, undermine them:1'1 

cll1c final issue to discuss briefly in light of our argument is our understanding of 
Maimonidcs' conception of human perfection. For despite my contention that the 
realm of the commandments is cognitive, the idea that pr;1cticc is mt:rely a propa
cdcutic to the ultimate intclll'ctual perfection still seems to relegate it to a subordi
nate status. Indeed, even in the quotation from the t'vfislutl'll liHah cited earlier, 

one docs what is 'true' one does it so that 'ultimately good will come of it'. 
What part docs practice therefore play in 'the best life for 

·-
49 

ll1c traditinnal foundation of tiH.:sc cnmmandmcnls mightthercfon: be a 'necessary belief' for 
the ma~scs. Sec GP.Ill: 2X, .'\12. 

"' Given restrictions of space. tlwse remark> arc~ m:ccssarily programmatic. 'lltc view expressed 
here though is dose to thm..: uf M..:nadtl'lll Kellner. Maimonidcs on Human Perfection (sec 
above. 11. 6); Howard Kreisel, Maimonilks' l'olitic:tl"11wught (set: above. n.37): and Daniell!. 
Frank, 'lltc End of The (iuidt:: Maimonides on the Ht:st Life for Man, in: Judaism. vol. .'\-1. llJX'i. 
pp . .J:->5--1')5, '11te precise nuances of c:rch new :uHI the tn:ulncr in whrch mv \icw dillns lrotn 
them" too !at ~'c topic to he :tddrc''''d hnc. 
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At:t:ording to Maimonidcs, the ultimate perfection for man is indeed intc\lec-
and to such intellectual perfection no 'actions or moral qualities' can actu

bclong. However, even if the final end is theoretical, that docs not mean that 
has no role in the best life for man. For, while the ultimate perfection is 

to be pure intellect is to he God. A human qua human is essentially 
embodied and as such, in order to maintain the (qualitatively inferior) degree of 
intcllct:tual perfection that it is possible for man to attain, it is necessary that one 
maintain (both for oneself and, through prophetic legislation. for society) the 
practical perfection vouchsafed by adherence to the Torah. llms, practical per
fection remains a necessary constituent of the perfect human life, though not its 
final cnd." 1 

Thus, and entirely in accordan<.:c with Maimonides' words at the conclusion of 
the Guide, the perfect individual is one who achieves perfect intellectual appre
hension and as a result 'always has in view' assimilation to God's actions i.e. pro

and acting in accordance with divine legislation. ll1ese actions do not 
constitute tht: most final perfection, but necessarily remain at the forefront of the 
perfect individual's life since the practical perfection is not one that can be discar
ded, but one that requires constant application for the maintenance of intellectu
al perfection. Should one's health fail or one's moral standards slip, one will lose 
the tranquillity that enables one to fulfil one's intellectual perfection. 

However, the actions undertaken in this intellectually perfect state arc not sim-
cthical or political, since once one has cognised the true relationship between 

the practices and the ultimate intellectual end, one is rather performing divine 
mi1zvo1. The practical component of the final perfection, consequent upon intel
lectual perfection, is therefore not simply ethical or political. 52 

A second point worth making in this connection is that whilst actions themsel
ves by ddinition cannot be a constituent of one's ultimate intellectual perfection. 
it is not entirely clear that knowledge of these actions i.e. the mitzvot, cannot be 
objects of knowledge and thus part of that final perfection. Kreisel argues that 
Maimonidcs never explicitly mentions the Aristotelian idea of the practical intel
lect specifically in order to emphasise that ethics and politics arc not subject mat
ters for the intellect per sc. Knowledge of such matters is not, it seems to be iden
tified with the knowledge of primary intelligiblcs and thus forms no part of the 
ultimate perfection. However, if nne wished to push the strong thesis discussed 

' 1 JL. Ackrill argued in connection with some of the problems that Aristotle cncounkrs in this 
same area, that one can speak nf degrees of finality among ends: 'A is more final than B if 
though B is sought for its own sake (and hence is indeed a final anti not merely an intcrmctiiittc 
goal) it is also sought for the sake of A. Anti that end is more final than any other, final without 
qualification.' J.L. Ackrill. Aristotle on Eudaimonia, in: Amelie Oksenberg Rorty, Essays on 
Aristotle's Ethics, (see above, n. 3), pp. 15-33; p. 21. ll seems to me that this is Maimonidcs' 
approach to the practice of the commandments. lnmany of his writings Maimonidcs emphasi
ses that ideally they should be performed for their own sake (lisimw), but at the same time, as 
we have seen they also serve the most final end of all- that of intellectual contemplation. 
I am here in agreement with Kreisel that this activity is therefore prophetic imitatio <lei and a 

result of the overflnw that emanates from the perfected intellect. Sec Howard Kreisel, Maimo 
nidt"·: Poliric:d Thot11d1t (<.;.t'l' :dHl\'t' n '~71 dt·lnll'r J 
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earlier, it would be possible to maintain that knowledge of these matters could be 
a part of it.5' 

In conclusion therdore. we have argued that iv1aimonides believed that in prin
ciple there is an ideal explanatory system that could be reconstructed in order to 
understand the commandments.'~ By showing how they fit into such an overall 
theory that begins from minimal (by l\Iaimoniclean st:mdards) universal and ne
cessary assumptions about human nature. l\faimonides can hold this realm to be 
cognitive. But we can only have knowledge of the commandments through their 
link to the ultimate intellectual goals of man. However, that is not to disparage 
the practical realm. It is simply to see it in wh:lt for l\laimonides was its ultimate 

•• context
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5 ' Oliver Leaman makes this point. arguing 'the reasons for the laws are just as appropriate an 
object of contemplation as is anything to do with physics or metaphysics.' Oliver Leaman, :'>lo
ses l\!aimonides, London 1990. p. 158. Indeed. Kreisel himself noks that from God's perspec
tive. since all of existence is the object of divine intellection. all of it is 'true' and the distinction 
between 'the good' and 'the true' breaks down. Thus one might argue that in our ultimate 
( otherworldlv) perfected state of pure intellection. we might indeed have such knowledge of 
the commandments as part of this perkcti<Jn. See Ho-,vard Kreisel. :'>!aimonides' Politica: 
Thought. (see above, n. 37). pp. 12Uff. 
In such a reconstruction is no easy task since as Maimonides himself ackno•;.ledge'> 
·we ignore the causes for some of them and we do not know the manner in which they conform 
to wisdom.' (GP. Ill: 2fi. 507). 
Thanks are due to Professor David Shatz for his insightful comments on an earlier piece that 
pmvidd the basis fnr this article. Manv subsequent improvements are a result of his comments. 


